
The Hall of Fame program motivates students to learn important basic
math facts that they need to know for the rest of their lives. A classroom is
full of students with wide ranges of needs and abilities. This program
recognizes students for their own personal successes, and it encourages them
to compete against themselves, not their peers.

Each grade level has 7 required hall of fame areas, and requirements
to pass off and move to the next area.

Third Grade:

1. Subtraction
2. Addition
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Months & Days
6. Space Exploration
7. Parts of Speech

~0 facts in 1 min.
~0 facts in 1 min.
If 0 facts in 1 min.
'to facts in 1 min.
(Reasonable amount of time)

Students complete two mad minutes per day and are timed by the
classroom teacher. On Friday the principal comes to the room and times the
children for the "official" Hall of Fame score.

Category one (subtraction) is the most important for students to
master this year in third grade. Since the program is based on individual
abilities, students progress at their own pace. Students at all levels will see
growth and improvement as the year advances. I will give recognition to
students for 20 facts mastered in one minute, 30 facts mastered, and 40 facts
mastered, to encourage progress as we work toward our ~O facts. I have
made these books for the children to practice in at home. The number
correct in that minute is what gives them their score. Categories 5-7 do not
have a time limit. They just must be completed in a "reasonable" period of
time. Children can take tests 5-7 in any order they choose after they have
met their grade level math operation (subtraction). Children can also take
any test when they have earned an "Extra Hall of Fame".

EXTRA HALL OF FAME

Extra Hall of Fame is a reward for classrooms that exhibit appropriate
behavior during special classes such as P.E., music, library, science,



computers, etc.. They are signed off by each of those teachers each time
they attend the class and behave as expected. If the class is signed off in all
areas by the end of the day on Friday, they get an extra Hall of Fame timing
on Monday. This can be from any area the student chooses even if the order
of operation (subtraction) has not been passed off yet.

If you have any questions about this program, first ask your child if
they know, and if not, feel free to call me. There are even other enrichment
categories should they be advanced enough to pass off all of these areas this
year.

Thanks for helping your child to be successful at school and in life!

Mrs. Shenton



~ ~ ~0001Sixty subtraction facts II". •••••
15-9 10-9

~ 18
-9 12-5 15-610-8

11 -'" ·16
-2 -814-6 13-4

13-7 12-4 8-3 1{:;·,-.
-E

17-8 4 9
-0 -7

5-2 14-5 16-7

6
-1

8-4 10-7 12-310-2
15 . 11
-7 -4 13-816-911-8

13-6 9-6 11 13-3 -5
7-2

) 10
-1

14-7 9-4 14-911-5

11-6 10-3 3 12-0 -6 11-7 13-917-9 11-9 10-412-8

6-5 9-5 7-6 14-8 7-212-9 9-210-6 12-7 10-5
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~o[!]0[Sixty addition facts
•

5
+5

2+8 9+4 9+3 3+9
r,
L+.5

+1
1+9 6+6 9+8

3
+8

3+07+6 2+98+4 8+36+5 8
+2

4
+7

7+4 7
+3

7+82+33+7 7+5 5+7 4+47
+2

3
+3

9
+2

6+7 8+5 6+8 9+72+7 8+6 4+9 5+44
+0

4+3 5+8 8
+1

9+5 8+96+9 5+9 6+4 7+79+6

7
+9

3+5 B+8 9+9 2+4
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+.5
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+5
6+34+6 5

+3



~0 [!]ISixty multiplication facts

5x8 3x9 5
x6

4
x7 ' 8

x5
9x4 7x3 4x9 3

x6
2x4

7x7 4
x6

3
x1

6x8 9x9 2x3 5x7 3x4 3x8 7
x5

9 2 8 5 8 7 6 9 4 0
/x6 x8 x9 x2 x3 x8 x6 xO x4 x7

i
I

I

I

2 7 9 9 1 3 8 5 2 4xl x9 x2 x3 x6 x3 x4 x9 x6 x8

2x9 4
x5

8x6 9x8 6
'x5

8xl 6x4 1x9 8x2

ox8 3xO 5
x5

1xl 6x9 6x3 7x4 8
x1

4x3 5x4
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:::!J001Sixty division facts

6154 7114 8140 9127 4124 7163 3rt8 5125 srs- 6Pf8

9f'f8 5140 2116 7121 8148 4128 8124 6124 9163 4Pi6-

6~ 9136 6148 8116 3112 4~ 2~ 7135 312/ 8~

8172 5120. 6[12 4132 7128 6142 2Pf8 8156

6~ 4120 7156 2~ 9145 5140 4f12 3124 4136 7142

3115 9154 5115 3121 8164 "5fl) 7149 3f<r 6136 5145
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Months and Days
MONTHS

1. January Jan.

2. February Feb.

3. March Mar.

4. April ApT.

5. May May

6. June Jun.

7. July Jul.

8. August Aug.

9. September Sept.

10. October Oct.

11. November Nov.

12. December Dec.
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DAYS

1. Sunday Sun.

2. Monday Mon.

3. Tuesday Tues.

4. Wednesday Wed.

5. Thursday Thurs.

6. Friday Fri.

7. Saturday Sat.



Months and Days
MONTHS

l. January

2. February --
3. March

4. April

5. May

6. June

7. July
--

8. August

9. September

10. October

11. November

12. December

DAYS

l. Sunday
---

2. Monday

3. Tuesday

4. Wednesday

5. Thursday

6. Friday

7_ Saturday
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~PA(E EXPLORATION
0N)

* PLANET FACTS: WHO AM /I

*1 am the closest planet to earth.
*1 have a reddish surface that is a cold desert world.

*1 am bluish-green and known as a twin planet.
*1 lie on my side as I rotate.

*1 am the hottest planet (surrounded by a thick Cloud of carbon dioxide)
*1 am known as the morning star.

*1 have the brightest rings and most moons.
*1 am so light Icould float on water.

*I am the closest planet to the sun.
*1 am very hot on my side that faces the sun and

very cold on my side that does not face the sun .

., *I am the last of the giant gas planets.
*1 am surrounded by a layer of ice and a thick atmosphere of gas.

*1 am 93 million miles from the sun.
*1 am covered with mostly water and some land

*I am the coldest planet.
*1 am the least explored

*1 am the largest planet (all other planets could fit inside of me).
*I have a huge, red spot.

* LIST THE PLANETS IN ORDER FROM THE SUN.

o
45 ()



1 What kind of scientist studies stars, planets and other things about space?

~

2. What scientific tool do people use to study the stars and planets?

3. What is Earth's closest star?
~

4 Who is the scientist who built telescopes and discovered many things about the heavens?

5. How do scientists measure the distance from Earth to stars? ~

6. What is the name of the largest star?
A~.

7. What is the name of the smallest star? ;:'~;:

~:;~~

8. What size star is our sun?
:1 ',i

t::;: ,

.~.: .=-:

9. How many planets are in our solar system?

10. What is the name of the galaxy our solar system is in? I-

11. What galaxy is our next door neighbor at 2.2 million light-years away?

12. What is the name of the millions of rocks between Mars and Jupiter?
,

13. What are the groups of stars in the sky that look like pictures called? !

'I!
0

14. What is the path that goes around the sun called? r:;. 0{:l
¢

r:;. r:;. {:I i

15. What do you call gaseous matter, dust and billions of stars? I

,
16. What two important things does the sun give us? ~~ ~,

i

"~'17. What do the colors of the stars tell us?

"-
t

18. What shapes are the stars?

~n~
19. What are the large balls of gases that are thousands of degrees intern peratu re called?

I

~;20. What is the group of moving bodies called in our solar system?



-..~-.----~- -~-_. --- - _ .._-- - --- -.

J. What kind of scientist studies stars, planets and other things about space?A il:n
CO onomers

.'
2. What scientific tool do people use to study the stars and planets?

~TeleC:aJp6 0
3. What is Earth's closest star? SLLh --- ..

'The.
~4. Who is the scientist who built telescopes and discovered many things about the heavens?

&0.11(60 I
5, How do scientists measure the distance from Earth to stars?

Li'ghi: ~ eors
6. What is the name of the largest star? SUf€r GtClnt-

~,H:1
7. What is the name of the smallest star?

. .;g!

N~tron ~.~~j
;;;:'.'

:... ;,

n .:~
8. What size star is our sun? Sma I(

:1 "t. ~ ,

:~ :u
9. How many planets are in our solar system? bl'ght-

10. What is the name of the galaxy our solar system is in? Milky WaLj J

11. What galaxy is our next door neighbor at 22 million light-years away?
Arvir-omed (L

12 What is the name of the millions of rocks between Mars and Jupiter?
As+eroI'd Bel+ ,

13, What are the groups of stars in the sky that look like pictures called? I

Lonste1laJ7onS 'E!

14. What is the path that goes around the sun called? Orb(t
oCl-cr {:l

l;J> -cI
l;J>l;J> -c.t 1

15. What do you call gaseous matter, dust and billions of stars? I

A Ga IUtXL1 ;

What two important things does the sun give us? v ~ ~16. Ltghi and HeaA- I f\ ?~1~
17. What do the colors of the stars tell us? . I~1hefr Tem per-aJLLrG x

18. What shapes are the stars? ~
Sphere or Ba II DY Ro~" ~m

19, What are the large balls of gases that are thousands of degrees in temperature called?
(~tars

I

~
20 What is the group of moving bodies called in our solar system?

lCLh~kp
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* PLANET FACTS! WHOAM /I
)
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*I am the closest planet to earth.
*1 have a reddish surface that is a cold desert world.

*1 am bluish-green and known as a twin planet.
*I lie on my side as I rotate.

I· *1 am the hottest planet (surrounded by a thick cloud of carbon dioxide). V e-/LU S
*1 am known as the morning star.

}

*1 have the brightest rings and most moons
*I am so light I could float on water.

*1 am the closest planet to the sun.
*1 am very hot on my side that faces the sun and

very cold on my side that does not face the sun.

*Iam the last of the giant gas planets
*1 am surrounded by a layer of ice and a thick atmosphere of gas.

*1 am 93 million miles from the sun.
*1 am covered with mostly water and some land

*1 am the coldest planet.
*I am the least explored. Plu+-o

* I am the largest planet (all other planets could fit inside of me)
* I have a huge, red spot.

* LIST THE PLANETS IN ORDER FROM THE SUN.

o
o 0'~
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Parts of Speech!
AN oun is a person, place, animal or thing ... like teacher, student, garden,

pig, or swing.

A Verb tells of something to be done ...like read, sing, speak, jump, or run.

An Adjective tells the kind of noun ... great, small, pretty, white, or brown ..

How things are done the Adverbs tell ... slowly, quickly, soon, ill, well.

A Pronoun stands in for a noun-like I and we -him, her, and she.

Conjunctions join words or phrases together ...and, or, but,-since, however.

Prepositions stand before a noun ...at, by, through, up, under, down.

Interjections show surprise or fear ...Ah! Yes! Wow! Oh! Let's get out of
here!

Now you know the Parts of Speech ...(which reading, writing and speaking
teach!)



PART OF SPEECH

1.
2
2.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

POllts au Sp~~c'R
(Te4t)

DEFINITION
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ExAMPLES
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